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	Learning simple techniques which will make your website look stunning on high-definition Retina Displays


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Create high-resolution graphics for websites.
	
		Learn to create scalable graphics using CSS, SVG, and Canvas.
	
		Embed fonts from the web for creating unique typography and graphics.
	
		Learn how to add high-resolution icons and startup images to your web apps
	
		Implement scripting techniques to replace your images with high-resolution versions



	In Detail


	Apple launched its line of high-resolution, retina display products with the iPhone 4 and has continued to integrate the technology into its other products. These beautiful displays take computing to a new level with incredibly sharp text and graphics. As other manufacturers add similar displays to their devices, high-resolution graphics will become the new standard for the apps and websites of the future.


	"Instant Website Optimization for Retina Displays How-to" is a comprehensive guide to building a website that will look fantastic on high-resolution displays. Helpful insights and simple instructions walk you through all the various methods of optimizing your site for the latest mobile and desktop devices.


	This book begins by covering the basics of retina images and dives right into practical advice so you can start improving your website's images. It continues building on the basic techniques with simple recipes covering all the tools you'll need to make an impressive high-resolution website.


	We will take a look at the techniques for adding retina backgrounds, sprites, border images, and loading large images only when needed to keep your website running fast. We will create a variety of basic shapes and styles using CSS that can be used instead of graphics in your user interface. We'll cover scalable image techniques, including using fonts as icons and implementing Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), which make your graphics look great on any device.


	After reading "Instant Website Optimization for Retina Displays How-to" you'll have the techniques to make creating high-definition websites easy. You’ll have an arsenal of tools for creating graphics on the web at your disposal, leading to superior websites that are beautiful and fast.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create retina images, backgrounds, and borders.
	
		Use CSS to create shapes and buttons for user interfaces.
	
		Design retina image sprites to speed up your site.
	
		Embed unique fonts and use them as graphics.
	
		Make your web apps high-resolution with icons and startup images.
	
		Use JavaScript and PHP to detect retina displays and target them.
	
		Create resolution independent images using SVG.
	
		Use media queries and the image-set property to provide multiple versions of your images.



	Approach


	Filled with practical, step-by-step instructions and clear explanations for the most important and useful tasks. Get the job done and learn as you go. Written in an accessible and practical manner which quickly imparts the knowledge you want to know. As a How-to book it will use applied examples and teach you to optimize websites for retina displays.
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Plug-In JavaScript 100 Power SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	100 JavaScript power solutions in one handy guide


	This practical resource contains 100 ready-to-run JavaScript plug-ins you can use to create dynamic Web content. The book begins by explaining JavaScript, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and the Document Object Model (DOM). Then, each chapter in Plug-In JavaScript offers...
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201 Best Questions To Ask On Your InterviewMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Ask the right questions and land the job of your dreams!
To really shine in your job interview and to get that dream job, the questions you ask must be at least as memorable as the answers you give. Today it's the questions you ask that set you apart from the dozenseven hundredsof qualified candidates...
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Eclipse : Building Commercial-Quality Plug-ins (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
Eclipse has established itself as a dominant force in the application-development space. Key to the success of Eclipse is the ability of developers to extend its functionality using plug-ins.
This new edition of Eclipse: Building Commercial-Quality Plug-ins is the definitive, start-to-finish guide to building commercial-quality Eclipse...
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Beginning Ruby on Rails (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
Ruby on Rails is the revolutionary online programming tool that makes creating functional e-commerce web sites faster and easier than ever. With the intuitive, straightforward nature of Ruby and the development platform provided by Rails, you can put together full-fledged web applications quickly, even if you're new to web programming.
    ...
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Beginning SVG: A Practical Introduction to SVG using Real-World ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		Develop SVG functionality for use within websites quickly and natively, using basic tools such as HTML and CSS. This book is a project-oriented guide to creating and manipulating scalable vector graphics in the browser for websites or online applications, using little more than a text editor or free software, and the power of...
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Cisco Security AgentCisco Press, 2005
Prevent security breaches by protecting endpoint systems with Cisco Security  Agent (CSA), the Cisco host Intrusion Prevention System Learn the basics of  endpoint security and why it is so important in today's security landscape  Protect endpoint systems from hackers, viruses, and worms with host intrusion  prevention security Prevent...
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